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DETOX DAY PASS: 

This Day Pass allows you the chance to experience the

AllCore360, Hugo PEMF Mat, and the Ozone Sauna for a

quick workout, pain relief, and detoxification. 

BALANCE DAY PASS:

This Day Pass allows you the opportunity to try all

services included in the Detox package, plus your choice

of the NuCalm or the H-Wave. This combination of

services will leave you with extreme relaxation and

rejuvenation. It will also boost your immune system and

detox your full body. 

+ Add a 60 minute or 90 minute Massage to your Day Pass

for even more relaxation and pain relief!

New Client Day Passes

Enjoy a 60 or 90 minute Massage with one of our talented

Massage Therapists from TN Massage Collective, followed

by an Ozone Sauna session. This combination is sure to

give your body the pain relief and detox it deserves. 

Massage + Sauna Combo

WELLNESS MADE SIMPLE



Who We AreWho We Are
Bluestem Wellness is a unique, state of the art

wellness spa in Nashville. With services geared

towards healing the mind, body, and spirit,

Bluestem offers holistic and non-invasive

equipment that will introduce you to long-term,

sustainable health. 

Pulsed Electromagnetic Field Therapy Mats are your body's

charging stations. You will feel reduced pain and

inflammation, a boost of energy, and an increase in healing

for injuries. Choose between the Hugo (high frequency) and

the iMRS (low frequency) mats. 

AllCore360
Work your deep core muscles in just 10 minutes in the

AllCore360. This machine allows you to strengthen, tone,

and balance your core with no impact.

NuCalm 
Relax and decompress with the NuCalm Neuroacoustic

software. Just 30 minutes to an hour with the NuCalm and

you will feel a sense of recovery, better sleep, and less

overall stress.

Ballancer Pro
The Ballancer Pro is a Lymphatic drainage system designed

to help boost your immune system, increase circulation, and

also help tone and tighten your body. 

Personal Training
Work with our Certified Personal Trainer to create a custom

plan to help you lose weight, strengthen muscles, and

enhance performance. 

Ondamed
The ONDAMED Biofeedback System combines stimulation of

gentle focused PEMF with Biofeedback. The feedback from

the client is done by monitoring the pulse rate and SpO2.

This method allows personalizing stimulation of frequencies

and sound along with placing applicators on most reactive

stressed areas on the body for the patient’s fastest and

lasting recovery. You will feel balanced and grounded.

Our ServicesOur Services
From Swedish to Deep Tissue to Hot Stone... our team of

therapists from TN Massage Collective can do it all. We also

have Couples Massages available. 

Massages

Detox and boost your immune system in Nashville's most

advanced Ozone Saunas. These saunas will leave you feeling

revitalized, refreshed, and ready to run a marathon. 

Ozone Sauna

PEMF Therapy

Not sure which service is best for you and your health

needs? Have questions or concerns? A free, no obligation,

consultation is the best way to meet privately with one of

our specialists to discuss your goals. Our specialists can

also create custom plans based on your needs to guide

you to a sustainable lifestyle. 

Free ConsultationsFree Consultations


